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unearth so far, but if any readers
have more info on this story, be
sure to keep it to yourself. As far
as we’re concerned, this case is
closed.
This was for me one of the
most enjoyable interviews I’ve
ever done. The 60’s eh? Those
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was approaching and we didn’t
have much more time to waste in
the private jet, so we flew to
Hawaii for a few days surfing
instead.
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What
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"Both sides have scored a
itself I should think we can
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That’s all we’ve managed to
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couple of goals, and both sides
have conceded a couple of
goals."
(PETER WITHE, speaking on
Radio 5 Live)

"What's it like being in
Bethlehem, the place where
Christmas began? I suppose it's
like seeing Ian Wright at
Arsenal...."
(BRUCE RIOCH, ITV)
"And I suppose they [Spurs] are
nearer to being out of the FA
Cup now than at any other time
since the first half of this
season, when they weren't ever
in it anyway."
(JOHN MOTSON, BBC)
"I never make predictions, and I
never will."
(PAUL GASCOIGNE)
"And there's Ray Clemence
looking as cool as ever out in
the cold."
(JIMMY HILL)
"....and the news from
Guadalajara where the
temperature is 96 degrees, is
that Falcao is warming up."
(BRIAN MOORE)
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"If history is going to repeat
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expect the same thing again."
(TERRY VENABLES)

"The Uruguayans are losing no
time in making a meal around
the referee."
(MIKE INGHAM)
"I think that was a moment of
cool panic there."
(RON ATKINSON)
"Beckenbauer really has
gambled all his eggs."
(RON ATKINSON)

"Celtic manager Davie Hay still
has a fresh pair of legs up his
sleeve."
(JOHN GREIG)
"It's headed away by John
Clark, using his head."
(DEREK RAE)

"Tottenham are trying tonight to
become the first London team to
win this Cup. The last team to
do so was the 1973 Spurs side."
(MIKE INGHAM)
"He's very fast and if he gets a
yard ahead of himself nobody
will catch him."
(BOBBY ROBSON)
"The game is balanced in
Arsenal's favour."
(JOHN MOTSON)
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